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tunately, in this work, the combination
of these various disciplines to describe
the Lua has led to numerous mistakes in
data collection (facts), interpretation and
methodology.

The Lua of Nan Province.
CHOLTHIRA SATYAWADHNA.
Bangkok: Muang Boran Publishing Co.,
1987.
This book is about the Lua, or Tin,
a little-known hilltribe located in the
· northernpartofNanProvince. The book
is basically an anthropological description of six Lua villages located in Pua
and Thung Chang Districts; however, a
total of 23 Lua villages was surveyed.
Data collection and surveying were done
during the years 1976-1980, and again in
1986.
The book is well written; it is ~n
sanuk (fun) to read. Technical words and
complicated grammatical patterns are
kept to a minimum. The sentences and
descriptions of Lua life and culture are
straightforward. The book is professionally published with a good cover
and clear photographs.
In addition to anthropology,
the author also draws upon the disciplines of economics, sociology,linguistics and history to describe the Lua of
Nan Province. In short, Ms. Cholthira
has employed an interdisciplinary approach in her research and writing on
Lua culture. This approach allows Ms.
Cholthira to range far and wide in telling
us about the Lua and is in turn a major
reason why it is an interesting book to
read. However, this strength places great
demands on an author's ability. Unfor-

History vs Anthropology
The disciplines of History and
Anthropology have been "on-again, offagain" partners in describing the human
situation in this world. During the 1800s
scholars combined the two in construct. ing broad evolutionary schemes or theories depicting how the human raceevolved from primitive or savage roots
to the great civilizations of ancient Greece
and modern Europe. However, a reaction against such schemes soon set in.
As one scholar stated it, such schemes
showed more about the mind of the
theorists than ofwhatactually happened
in the history of mankind.
Yet, historical considerations in
anthropological descriptions were not
dead. Scholars came up with the idea of
diffusion; i.e. when certain items of either material or mental culture were
found to be similar from one society to
another, the similarities were explained
as diffusion from one society (as source
or donor) to other societies (the recipients). Sometimes this process was described from the recipients' viewpoint: a
cultural trait or material item was borrowed from another society. In either
event, this process was described as having taken place over a period of time. It
was, in other words, a way of keeping
both history and anthropology together
in describing the human condition.

Diffusion and borrowing likewise
declined in popularity in anthropological descriptions. In their place came
function, more precisely structure and
function. Anthropologists now described the human situation on earth in
terms of function, i.e. what function or
functions did an item or structure perform in society and how did such help
maintain society as a social system.
Ideas of diffusion and cultural
borrowing, alongside of functional
descriptions, have survived in anthropology while evolutionary theories (at
least those of the 19th century type) have
been rejected if not discredited in the
social sciences. Diffusion and borrowing, especially of technology plus the
new forms of behavior and thinking that
follow, are clearly observable in today's
world. We can also observe societies
developing in economics and government as well as in other areas. But it is
still an open question whether such diffusion and development, while obviously historical in nature, are evolutionary (civilizing, integrative, progressive)
in character, or whether they are ultimately disintegrative and destructive to
the recipient societies involved.
In my opinion the greatest weakness of Ms. Choltira's book is the misuse
of the historical approach in describing
anthropologically the Lua of Nan Province. The major reason is that Ms.
Choltira draws too much from the evolutionary side of the historical approach
and relies too little on diffusion and
borrowing (with no mention whatsoever of function) in her description. That is, for· aspects of Lua
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culture and society that she describes, she often employs an outdated interpretation of historical
development and change (often from
a deep time frame of hundreds of
years) from a common source. It
would have been much better, as I
shall point out in certain examples,
to have described these aspects in
terms of diffusion and borrowing.
Of course, there is no discussion of what
functions such aspects perform in Lua
culture and society.
The most outstanding example
of what I am talking about is found in
Ms. Cholthira's classification of Lua
society. Lua society is matrilineal
in determining descent of its members.
Mr. Cholthira declares,
lil13-I'VI~n~~'\..1.1nl'j~.:J"3J

lil13JLLU1

~~u~11ilnU~3Jth~1~m~lil{~-:~"3J

'

mTI'-In1~3JllillihJ11il ~ (matriarchal
primitive society) dju%u-w~ulm'j

According to the principle of
social development, [plus] according to the thinking in materialist
history, matriarchal primitive
society is the initial stage in human social development. (p. 58)
Ms. Cholthira goes on to outline
step by step human social development
from rna triarchal prirni ti ve society to the
next stage of patriarchal primitive society, then to the next stage of control by
sorneoverthelaborofthernajority, which
in turn developed warfare, which led to
slavery, which finally developed into
private ownership of land and social
stratification in society. Ms. Cholthira
next applies all of this to the Lua of Nan
Province by saying that Lua society
exhibits traces of each of these stages of
human development. This is especially
true, she says, in the area of the Lua
matrilineal descent which shows traces
of matriarchal primitive society <J~wif~
LL"il.:J very clearly. Other aspects of Lua
society, such as 'Yil~ or slaves and private ownership of fishing areas and
dryland rice fields,

nLL~~.:J~1'j€J ~'ll€l.:J~.:J"3J'll3-l'j3Jn~m'j:I-J
~"cifu ~.:JoW~UlLUU~.:J"3J~n~UlLU~U
'

also show traces of being a society of farming communities
from a former era, which
afterwards developed into
feudal society. (p. 59)
There are two problems with applying the above evolutionary scheme
to the Lua of Nan Province. First, although Ms. Cholthira cites no scholar or
authority for the above scheme of social
development, it is most evident that it
carne out of the writings of Lewis Henry
Morgan, who proposed such a scheme
in 1877 in his book Ancient Society. Morgan's views of evolutionary development
have long been rejected in anthropology
(cf Ralph L. Beals et al1977). They were
rejected because a) such stage-by-stage
development could not be independently verified because b) no society investigated by anthropologists ever exhibited only and purely just the stage
predicted by the theory. Every society
investigated turned out to contain a
mixture of all stages. In other words,
there was and is no way of independently stating which step or stage is more
primitive and which is more advanced
or later.
This leads to the second problem
with Ms. Cholthira's evolutionary description. That is, as she admits, Lua
society today is a mixture of these various stages of human development or
evolution. However, since there is no
way of knowing or proving which aspect of Lua society may be primitive or
which evolved later, it is impossible to
try to break up Lua society into components that may be classified as emerging
earlier or later in the evolution of Lua
society. This is true of the matrilineal
descent pattern found among the Lua.
There is no way of proving that such is
more primitive than the patrilineal descent pattern found among the Hrnong
of Thailand. Unless, of course, one
adopts a male chauvinist view of the
world (as was prevalent in Morgan's
time) claiming that female descent is
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somehow more primitive while male
descent represents a higher and more
civilized development among the human race!
In this regard, I was particularly
distressed by Ms. Cholthira's use of the
word m'Wlm~ "primitive" in her description of the Lua ("primitive" referring to a
previous, perhaps a less complicated
time). This is an unacceptable term for a
current anthropological description of
any ethnic group. Culturally primitive
can only mean "uncivilized," barbaric,
etc. Of course, the Lua are not primitive
in this sense. Her using the word
m'Wlm~
"primitive," however, leaves
the impression that the Lua are uncivilized.
Instead of overrelying on an
outdated theory, Ms. Choltira should
have made more use of the other
disciplines mentioned in her book. One
such discipline is economics, which
would have given a better balance to her
research and interpretation of her data.
However, this is not pursued in that she
does not give a good survey of the economics of Lua life. Much more along
this line could have been said.
There are other weaknesses. For
example, she makes comparisons between the Lua and the indigenous
peoples of Africa, as well as between the
Lua, Wa, Lahu, Karen and the Japanese.
The latter is particular problematic as it
is a comparison between the type of
housing known as mLL~ kalae which is
found among the Lua, Wa (of China),
Lawa, Lahu, Karen and the Japanese.
Because of this she goes on to quote
approvingly from a Japanese source that
the kalae house

.

~
'
~~"ilU11

'll<l.:J'lllGiQJ~U

proves that the Wa people are the
ancestors of the Japanese. (p. 94)
There are two difficulties here. First
even if it is true that there are similarities, as in the case with Africa if not also
with Japan, it is only a coincidence and is
of no importance except for the curious.
In other words, it adds nothing to our
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knowledge about the Lua. Second, by
again misusing the historical method at
this point, it led her to posit a wrong
relationship, that of one (the Wa) being
the ancestors of the other (Japanese). In
other words, such comparisons are unproductive if not misleading to readers,
deceiving them to think that there is a
historical connection when there is is
none.
Again, in a case where housing
patterns are compared, it is much better
to talk in terms of cultural diffusion of
such patterns or similarities than in terms
of historical or biological relationship.
Anthropologically it is no great mystery
that the kalae housing pattern is found in
a wide area over Asia. For one thing,
there is only a limited number of ways
people can build a house out of bamboo
and wooden poles. Because of this it is
entirely possible these various ethnic
groups could have independently invented the kalae pattern and what the
outside investigator is discovering is
nothing more than a convergence of
human thinking and skill in building a
bamboo house with thatch roofing. Or,
the kalae pattern could have been invented in one or even two groups and
from there it could have diffused to surrounding groups. Ethnic groups in Asia
have been and are still in constant contact with each other. As a result cultural
traits, skills, objects, etc. get borrowed
and used first by one group then by
another. It is no surprise, then, to find
similarities throughout the area.
For example, there are a number
of similarities in culture between the
Lawa and the Lua. Ms. Cholthira has
cited these as evidence of a common
historical heritage between the Lawa and
the Lua. However, this is not supported
by any hard evidence such as should be
found in historical records and linguistics. Better explanations of these similarities are that they are the result of
cultural diffusion, or that they are the
result of borrowing from one group to
another. Similarities that are currently
found among the Lua, Lawa and even
the surrounding Thai are much more
likely to be due to a diffusion of areal
features among all groups involved than
to inheritance from a common source.

DAVID FILBECK
Inadequate Research
Another weakness of Ms
Cholthira's book is that she has not
done adequate research in order to
back up her many claims regarding
the Lua of Nan province. For example,
the author aligns the Lua of Nan Province too closely with the Lawa, who live
in other parts of northern Thailand and
who figure prominently in Thai historical records. That the Lua and Lawa are
related is not in dispute. However, these
early historical records do not and cannot show this. Only linguistic evidence
can show this, but Ms. Cholthira does
not employ this line of evidence. If she
had employed linguistic comparisons of
the Lua and Lawa languages, moreover,
she would probably have seen that, even
in historical times, the two were still
distinct groups, i.e. when the Lawa are
referred to in northern Thai historical
records, the Lua were already a separate
linguistic and cultural group and therefore could not have been included with
the Lawa.
In reading through this book I
was surprised to find that Ms.
Cholthira apparently consulted only
a few sources-and most of these are by
now out-of-date -while she was doing
her field work and writing her book on
the Lua. Evidently she either overlooked
or failed to consult a great number of
other articles and monographs that have
more recently been written and published on the Lua (Tin, Mal, Prai). For
example, only one of my publications
(David Filbeck 1976a) was cited in her
book. There is no evidence that she consulted any of my other numerous publications (see references below) or that she
did any research at the Tribal Research
InstituteatChiangMai University, where
much of this material has been deposited along with the research that others
have conducted on the Lua. If she had
consulted these sources-and, more importantly, built on them-she would
have been spared from many of the
mistakes she made in her research and
interpretation.
In comparing Ms. Cholthira's
book with my knowledge of the Lua
in Nan Province I find that she did not

adequately survey all the Lua. For
example, in hu list of 50 Lua villages, she failed to mentioned several additional villages located in
Chiang Klang District, including the
village of Pha Nam Yoy where I have
done much of my research and on
which I have written much. Another
example of inadequate research is
her listing of U1'U.fln1f!L~ (Southern
Skat village located in Pua District)
as a Lua village. This village is a Northern Thai (Yuan) villag~indeed it may
never have been a Lua village, for its
inhabitants have spoken the Northern
Thai language for many generations. It
should not be included in a list of Lua
villages. Still a third example is the
statement that she considers only the 23
Lua villages which she surveyed as
·~1:mYf" (True Lua) while the remaining
27 other villages (in her list above) :
":jfl (m'l!Yl) fieru'ltl'Y11.:1'!13-J3J1nn11

speak [a language] much more
like Khamu (language). (p. 27)
This statement, unfortunately, is grossly
in error. It shows that she did not truly
compare her linguistic data from these
villages with the Khamu language to see
if her statement is true. Moreover, if she
had consulted my own Ph. D. research
(David Filbeck 1971, 1978), she would
have seen that the village of Ban Kwet
in Chiang Klang District linguistically
contains the oldest forms of the Lua
language and dialects and on this basis
should be be considered the "truest" Lua
of all.
The inadequate research mentioned above led her into making a
number of incorrect generalizations
regarding all the Lua when in fact she
should have restricted them to Lua life
and culture in only the six villages she
studied in depth. Unfortunately I too
have in my earlier years been guilty of
engaging in generalizing from my experience in the village of Pha N am Yoy to
all the other Lua of Nan Province (cf
David Filbeck 1973). But the Lua are not
a homogeneous people, whether culturally or linguistically (David Filbeck 1987).
In Thailand they are divided into two
main groups, the Prai and the Mal. The
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Prai are further divided into an "R" dialect and a "Y" dialect (e.g. the Prai and the
Pyai). It appears that the "R" dialectspeaking people have retained many
traditional customs while the "Y" speakingpeople have dispensed with the same
customs. The Mal are also divided into
three groups. In other words, generalizations about these groups and subgroups should be avoided until each has
been investigated separately to see what
unique linguistic and cultural patterns
each exhibits. Only then is it permissible
to make generalizations about the Lua.

Parts I and II: Some Specifics
The book ~'l~LSja~thu The Lua of
Nan Province is divided into four parts or
sections containing a total of 18 chapters
plus introductions and final remarks.
For this section of my review I focus on
some specific weaknesses and mistakes
found in the chapters of Parts I and II.
Part I Is titled ~1~1ud "The Lua Today,"
which gives an overview of the Lua in
Nan Province, and Part II is titled
3J':i~n1'iii'UliTI3J~'l~ "Cultural Inheritance
of the Lua," which details from a historical perspective the culture of the Lua
people.
The seven chapters of Part I are
titled:
1. 'Jiunilw!Xa~i.u"!.h~b'l'lfll'l'l~ "Minority
Groups in Thailand" (an overview of the
hilltribal groups, their populations and
location in Thai provinces).

2. ~'" ~'l~ 3J1GI LY4':i ~€1i.mm..t "The Tin,
Lua, Mal, Prai: Who Are They?" (a
survey of the Lua and the ethnic
names by which they are known).
3. 'llla.Jlhum::u'W1~€l~L3je:~~u1u "Lua Villages
" Mountains
" of Nan Province" (a
on the
list and discussion of villages).

4. bbuu1nm':i~g:;l1l'!JeJ~Iit~"3J~'l~LSje:~~u1u "Production Patterns of Lua Society in Nan
Province" (a brief description of the dry
rice agriculture of the Lua). ·

5. tm~G'f-r1~'1'11~'llu~u'!leJ~Iit~"3J~'l~b!ieJ~u1u
"Social Class Structure in Lua Soci-

ety of Nan Province" (a characterization
of Lua village society).

6.

G'fmW11"1-'4'!JeJ~'IIIqj~~'l~

"The Status of
Women Among the Lua" (a description
and discussion of the relatively independent status that women enjoy in Lua
Society).
7. m13J~3J~wih~'lll-;i1~'113J'llu~'l~nu~~"3J

'

bn~&\'eJ3J "Relationships Between the Lua

and Surounding Societies" (an overview
of the social relationships between the
Lua and the Northern Thai, Hmong and
Thai peoples).
The first three chapters of
Part I contain good information on the
Lua with the exception of those
weaknesses and errors noted in the
previous sections of this review.
Chapter 4 on production is an adequate treatment on dry rice cultivation
among the Lua; however, it is lacking in
that it does not discuss other means of
producing wealth and income. For example, this chapter, as well as all the
book, makes no mention of the production of b!J~~ miang "pickled tea leaves,"
which is a major source of income in several Lua villages. In fact, the Lua are
major suppliers of miang in the northeast section of Nan Province. Also there
is no mention of young Lua men going to
work in the corn fields of Phitsanuloke
and Petchabun Provinces for a year in
order to "get a stake" before marriage.
The Lua also raise pigs, cows (11) and
water buffalo (m1~). which may be
sold or bartered for other goods. Water
buffalo may also be rented out to lowlanders during paddy plowing time,
thus providing extra sources of income.
Chapter 5 is an interesting discussion of orphans in Lua village society.
However unless the reader is well acquainted with Lua society in general, he
or she may be left with the impression
that all Lua villages contain a great
number of orphans. While I have seen
the condition that Ms. Cholthira describes, it seems not to be as common as
this chapter indicates. My guess would
be that the orphan condition she describes is valid mainly for the villages
where her research was conducted. n
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would still be an open question how
widespread this condition is among the
Lua.
Another interesting discussion
in Chaper 5 is her emphasis on gourds
in Lua village society. Again, however, her discussion leaves the impression that the Lua place a great deal of
significance on gourds in their life and
culture. Ms. Cholthira writes,

'111'l~'l~!im13J~n'lll'l~bb'VIU ..~,b~1" ~

1J':i':i~~111'lu:a11111h~"ii11u .;(~i.uf1~'lbiaubbG~~
m3J1tJlMJumh~ri~
The Lua have a devotion for the
"gourds" which contain their
daily supply of water, a devotion found both in their homes
and especially on the way to their
dryland rice fields. (p. 41)
I have not observed this m13J~n'lll'l~bb'III'U
or devotion for gourds among the Lua.
Of course,- it could be true for those
villages where Ms. Cholthira did research
and which I have never visited. However, my feeling is otherwise. That is,
gourds are not objects of significance or
devotion among the Lua; rather, they
are convenient and quite inexpensive as
containers of water. This feeling, furthermore, is reinforced by the picture
chosen for the front cover of her book. It
is a picture of a young Lua lady carrying
a pack basket full of gourds, but in her
right hand she is also holding a plastic
oil "gallon" (it looks to be carrying the
Esso brand). In other words, if gourds
are as significant as she states, then why
the gallon? If they are significant, then
she overlooked an even more significant
change in Lua culture as exhibited in this
cover picture. Factually, however, aside
from any imputed significance, these
plastic oil containers are becoming
popular among all the Lua in Nan Province. Indeed, they are rapidly replacing
gourds and bamboo as containers of
water because they are not only inexpensive but are also much more durable.
Still another oversight in Chapter
5 is the failure to mention the role and
power of the headman in Lua village
society. In this chapter Ms. Cholthira
rightly discusses the power and influ-
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ence that the village 'VIa.Je:J~ "shaman" has
in each Lua village. But from my observation the village headman has a similar
amountofpowerandinfluence(cfDavid
Filbeck 1973, forthcoming).
Chapter 6 in Part I is a delightful chapter on the role and independence of women in Lua village society.
Ms. Cholthira is to be commended for
discovering this and bringing it to the attention of the outside world. I have often
observed this independent status of Lua
women myself, and have marveled at it
as Ms. Cholthira did. Yet, she probably
overstated herself when she wrote that
eiTU1"il m~ :::1JYI1J1YI'llel.:l ~'VItlj.:J~.:J!i L'VIU<l

n-:i1~'1l1~

The power and role of women
are therefore greater than those of
the men. (p. 57)
There is also no comparable discussion regarding men's role in Lua village society. Men also have power, but
in different areas. Generally men deal
with village-level decisions while women
make decisions in the household.
Part II, which details cultural aspects of the Lua, contains five chapters
(again numbered from one to five):

1. t~nYJflU'Il11~1:::LL~:::Vlnm~a.JLcieJ-:~~1~nT~
~~<il "World view of the Lua and Rituals
Due to Production Activities" (an overview of the two main traditions among
the Lua, the Red Flower Tradition and
the Salote Tradition).
2. Vlnm~Mcie:J.:~~'lm.:~"ilm<il "Rituals Due
To Life Cycle" (an overview of rituals conducted during birth, marriage, and death).

3. vJm<sn-~YI1.:!1'<t.llU1iTia.J "Cultural Fossil" (a
discussion of housing architecture and
activities around the Lua household).
"The Lua ... Insignificant and Downtrodden!" (an overview of Lua folklore showing the low
self-esteem of the Lua).
4.

u

.,.,

.,

.,

•

~1::: .. J;j'li1Ue:J~ <ile:J~<i11

.,
5. J;]~UqJqJ1v:luu1u~1:::

"Conventional
Wisdom of the Lua" (an overview of
more Lua folklore which shows Lua conventional wisdom).

Chapter 1 in this section discusses
the two main traditions among the Lua,
the Red Flower and the Salote Traditions. The discussions, however, are
quite brief. These two traditions are rich
in detail, ceremony and meaning. They
deserve to be described in detail (for the
Salote Tradition, see David Filbeck 1973,
forthcoming). Ms. Cholthira, in her discussion, often interjects her own interpretation to tell us the meaning of these
two traditions. There is not much reporting on the meanings that the Lua
themselves give to these traditions.
Reporting on these meanings and interpretations would give us not only a
description of the traditions but also a
description of Lua cognition or way of
thinking as they live in this world.
In discussing these two traditions
Ms. Cholthira committed a grievous
oversight. She failed to include any
discussion of 'll1qJ khuiin "soul, life essence" in describing either the Red Flower
or Salote Tradition. The khw'in "soul" of
rice, after all, is what the Salote Tradition
is all about. While khw'in may not be as
crucial in the Red Flower Tradition, it is
still important to those Lua who hold to
this tradition as their rice is growing in
the field.
It is to Ms. Cholthira' s credit that
in Chapter 1 she also discusses a type of
musical instrument that apparently is
unique to the Lua. The word in the Mal
dialect (which I know the best) for this
instrument is pih. A pih musical instrument is composed of two or three sections of bamboo. Small bamboo gives a
higher pitch while large bamboo gives a
bass pitch. These are then struck by a
stick to produce a sound (see David Filbeck forthcoming for more details). The
Mal state that the pih was given to them
by 'V'l~:::L~1 phacao, either God or King (it
is not quite clear which is meant or known
among the Mal), to use in feasting the
Rice Soul during the Salote festival.

Chapter 2, a·description of the life
cycle among the Lua, however, contains
a useless discussion on a false etymology. In this chapter Ms. Cholthira claims
that the Luaexpressionkhwan bao, which
means "bridegroom, groom," is derived

etymologically from 'll1qJtll1 khwan baao,
which is a compound of the Thai words
for "soul" and "young male person" respectively. While I am not sure if this
compound would have any meaning in
Thai, I doubt that it would mean bridegroom. The linguistic fact of the matter
is this, however. The Lua word khwan is
a true Mon-Khmerword meaning "child,
son, daughter" and is equivalent to the
Thai ~n luuk ofthe same meanings. The
word or its cognates are found in numerousMon-Khmer languages ranging from
northeast India to Burma, Thailand, Laos
and Vietnam. The other word in this Lua
expression, bao, is a loanword from Thai,
the word ti11 biiao. It is unfortunate that
this discussion was included in this book,
for it could disseminate false information to a wide range of readers.
Chapter 3 contains another unfortunate word used to described Lua culture. It is the word "I'Jm'f~~, which is
borrowed from the English word "fossil." The choice of this word is probably
meant to convey the idea that the Lua
have retained from former times a
number of things which are currently
used in their culture. However, the
impression obtained from reading this
word in this context is something else. It
implies that Lua culture is "fossilized,"
dead or dying, etc. Lua culture is far
from dead. It is alive and changing to the
demands of our current age. In my
opinion, this word should not be used in
an anthropological description such as
this book.
Chapters 4 and 5 are about folkore
among the Lua. They are delightful to
read and Ms. Cholthira is to be commended for including them. There is,
however, one interpretation regarding
the Lua, and which is contained in Chapter 5, that is wrong. That is the conclusion, as based on the Lua language, on
how far the Lua are able to count.
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The Lua here, if considered from
what we know about their "numbers," as can clearly be seen, have
a level of culture that is very low.
This can be demonstrated in that
they are able to count only 1-2-3,
and to count days. They are unable to count months and years.
(p. 110)
This quote, if left unqualified, is
wrong. It is true that the Lua language
contain numerals onJy to three (or four
in the case of the Mal dialect). But this
means that Lua can count to three (or
four) in Lua only. When they want to
count higher they do one of two things:
They either interject Thai numerals intotheir Lua speech, or just switch languages
and speak Northern Thai only. The Lua
arequitecapableofcountingashighand
as long as anyone. The way it is done is
by speaking Thai!

The Lua Language
Part III, on the Lua Language, is in
my estimation the worst researched
section of the whole book. Part III contains two chapters:

Now it is a cardinal principle of
Lua or Tin linguistics that the sounds
I r I and I y I when pronounced before a
vowel are mutually exclusive, i.e. if a
dialect pronunces I r I in this environment, /y I is not pronounced; in fact, no
/y I will occur before a vowel in such a
dialect (loanwords excepted). The converse is also true: a dialect that pronounces I y I before a vowel will not
pronouce I r I; in fact, such a dialect will
not have an I r I sound at all. (These
linguistic facts have long been known,
being first published in David Filbeck
1976b.)
Thirdly, her phonetic transcriptions of Lua words are often confusing
and in many cases do not conform to
what is known and has been published
regarding the Lua language and dialects. Because of this, unfortunately, her
data make no real contribution to the
study of Lua linguistics. Some examples
of what I am saying are the following:
/dy/

in /dyua/ "U'YllU story, legend" is not a known consonant
cluster in Lua. This word was
probably misheard for the Pyai
word /ficuah/ U~"l'\11 "to tell."

/gTJ/

in /gl)iim/ "<l~ wind" is another unknown cluster and
phonologically is a highly unlikely consonant cluster. Yet
the word is probably a cognant
to the Mal word /l)kiiy I

1. b~I:J.,'Jbb<l~';i~lJlJb~I:J.,'Jfll'l!t1Gi'1~Lale:J.,'J1-bU
"Sounds and Sound System of the Lua
Language in Nan Province" (an overview of the sounds, types of sounds and
syllable structure of the Lua language).
2. m1~.r~~u1h~V1"h.:Jm'l!i'1~1~nu

Ill'1!1'1L'Yll:l "Relationships Between the Lua
and Thai Languages" (a description of
linguistic contact between the Thai and
Lua languages).
There are several shortcomings in
Ms. Cholthira' s linguistic description of
Lua. First of all, she confines her description to only the Prai branch of the
Lua language; no data from the Mal
branch is included. She implies, however, that her data represent the total
Lua language. Next, she confuses and
mixes two clear! y distinct dialects of Prai
in her linguistic description. Her data
include examples from both the "R" dialect and the "Y" dialect of Prai.

''wind"
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/sl/

in /sleh/ "m.i, m1 true truly" is
probably misheard from the
Prai word I sale7I. It was
probably pronounced so fast
that the first syllable was not
caught by the ear. I sl/ is not a
valid consonant cluster for Tin.

I -wl/

in /kauwl dak/ "~Wll1 (beginning of) leg, hip, thigh" is impossible for me to figure out,
unless it is from /kao ntak/
"hip, thigh."

/yw I

in /ywaal 7ck/ "<;i1.,'J'\.t1 water
trough" is unknown in my data
on Tin dialects.

~

Ms. Cholthira's discussion on Lua
syntax is too scanty. In one textual example, the one about premarital instuction to a bride and groom, the text is so
short it provides no useful examples of
Lua syntactical patterns, plus the text as
given contains too many Thai loanwords
to qualify as a source for Lua syntax.
The second chapter of Part III is
very problematic because it claims a more
ancient contact between Thai and Lua
than is warranted, and because the evi4ence put forward to support this contact is misleading if not erroneous. The
evidence Ms. Cholthira gives for this
ancient contact is the many Thai
loanwords found in everyday Lua
speech.
m';i'loii~1th~b'Yl'Ylde:Jti1.,'Jc;IU'Ylc;l~n<l~n~u
L'W11'1!1'1'V'I~Gi'1~'lu:a1<ilth~~T1u bbc;I~.,'J";h
~

I -fie/

in I graafic/ "ml:l shy" is unlikely as well. The Mal cognant
to this word is /kraafi/ "shy."

I -Ill

In /tJII/"fle:J throat" is a sound
difficult to figure out. From
her description it is probably
the same as [-dl] (as in
"middle"); but then all final
I -II' s in Tin are pronounced
this way.

/-lr/

in /phalr/ "\jm~lJ a type of
mushroom is phonetically
unlikely. For the Prai dialect,
from which this comes, it must
be either a final I -II or I -r I.

r\1dju~1Ei~n~e:J.,'JbUU~'hEi~~Ej~~1U1U
LL~d en-;a~~fi'IVI~1~-¥elEJtl Vl~tl Vlii-.'1

~uu~u1u
Using words of this category,
which are now an integral part of
everyday Lua speech, shows that
since they are loanwords they
must be loan words of long
standing, for as long as several
hundred years or even a thousand
or more years. (p. 136)
Unfortunately, the Lua language,
or dialects as we know them today, in all
probability did not exist 500 years ago,
let alone 1000 years ago. Lua was proba-
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bly beginning its emergence as a separate language from a Proto-Khamu-Tin
base some 300 to600 years ago, and 1000
or more years ago Proto-Khamu-Tin was
probably still a part of Proto-Khamuic
(cf David Filbeck 1971, 1978). In other
words, contact between Thai and Lua
could have occurred, resulting in words
being borrowed from Thai by the Lua,
only in the past few hundred years.
Now let us look at some of the·
evidence-Thai loanwords found in
Lua-put forward to substantiate the
above claim. It must be remembered
that the existence of Thai loanwords in
Lua is not the issue here; there are abundant loanwords and I have discussed
them at length in my Ph. D. dissertation
and other works (David Filbeck 1971,
1978, forthcoming). The issue is over the
choice of words claimed to be Thai
loanwords in Lua and the claim that the
words so chosen are now so integral a
part of the Lua language that they are
unrecognizable as loanwords.
Now Ms. Cholthira states that
there were several ways in which Thai
loanwords were brought into Lua. The
first was fi1n1<Ju, or by a process of "erosion" from a fuller Thai form to a shorter
Lua form. For example, Thai ~~n I
camuuk/"nose" became Lua /muh/
"nose." A second way is byfi1mnm~m,
i.e. words that are similar in sounds
show evidence of being borrowed from
Thai to Lua. For example, Thai L~U I
doen/ "to walk" became Lua /loel/ "to
walk."
Ms. Cholthira claims that there are
Lua loanwords in Thai as well. For
example, there are fi1~i'm1, couplets or
compounds of which one part is a borrowed item from Lua: Thai fl@l~ /khut
khuu/ "to fold, bend" is borrowed from
Lua /khut/ "to sit down" to make this
compound.
Another way, she says, of discovering Lua loanwords in Thai is by fi1
mmJfi113JVI3J1£J, i.e. words that are similar
in meaning. For example, Thai mu
/khaap I "hold in mouth" is borrowed
from Lua /gaap/ "mouth."
Ms. Cholthira also claims that the
Thai word 111 I poo I "pornographic pic-

DAVID FILBECK
ture" is from the Lua word /po? I
"woman's breast, teats, to nurse."
The main thing to be said about
the above examples is that they are the
wrong set of words to show the type of
relationship between Thai and Lua that
Ms. Cholthira wishes to show. Marever, the processes (erosion, similarities
in sound and meaning, etc.) used to show
such a relationship are either spurious
or mean nothing. The best that can be
said of these examples is that they exhibit only chance convergences between
the two languages.
It should be reiterated that the Lua
language and dialects contain many Thai
loanwords that show that the two languages have been in contact for the past
300 or so years. Consider these examples
from two dialects of Mal:

/hm::>::> I /mh::>::> I from Thai '1113-J<l
/m::>::>/ "doctor"
/rak/ /yak/ from Thai 1n /rak/
"to love"
/laak/ /laak/ from Thai snn
/laak/ "to drag"
There are many other such words.
The pointto be made is that Ms. Cholthira
somehow missed the words in her research that truly count and used instead
words that show nothing of the relationships she wanted to show. It is, unfortunately, an example of inadequate research.

Part IV

Part IV, The Lua in Times Past,
contains six chapters:
1. ~u:~.h::1~fl1~~~1::~1nth::1~m~~-m<J~riu
"Deriving Lua History from Local History" (a surveyoflocal historical accounts
from north Thailand that refer to the
Lua).
2. fu.Jtl"i::1'1im~~~1n'VIilnJlU'Vn~1umu,~~
"Deriving Lua History from Archaeological Evidence" (a survey of archaeolgical evidence inNan Province that may
refer to the Lua in times past).

3. 1qJJU1i~~a.J'li11m<Ja.J: 1<l~~<Jm!i<J~Lm1ru.
"Culture of the Krom People: Traces of
an Ancient Kingdom" (a discussion of
ancient burial grounds in Nan Province
in relation to the Lua of times past).
4. ~mM1'Vi'li11ii1::Lutl~::1~m~-% "ThePlace
of the Lua in History" (a historical survey to see where and how the Lua fit in
the historical record of Thailand).
5. ~1::LU~1WUUJ1U'Vi~::€im~ "The Lua in
the Inscriptions of Pra Isuan" (a look at a
500-year-old stone inscription from Kampaeng Phet to see if the words "Vi~ Lm" in
reality refer to the Lua people).
6. ~1::Lu1~~ru.~~~1Wih~ "The Lua in the
Literature of the Million Elephants" (a
survey of Laotian literature for reference
to the Lua).
Ms. Cholthira is to be commended
for surveying historical records in both
Thailand and Laos for references to the
Lua. This has long been needed and I
am grateful to have this material at hand
for my own use. Compiling this information is something very few of us could
have done, and for this I am grateful to
Ms. Cholthira.
While the above compilation is
indeed useful, I am still skeptical about
one aspect regarding the interpretation
of mostofthese historical records. I have
doubts that the historical records of
Thailand, when referring to the Lua, really include the Tin (Mal, Prai) of Nan
Province. It is true that the Tin were and
are called Lua; but living in northeastern Nan, along the current Thai-Laotian
border, they were a long way from the
other Lua groups in north and northwest Thailand and which figured so
prominently in Thai history. In other
words, the Tin of Nan Province were
probably too far "off the beaten track" to
have been included. Consequently we
probably should notputtoo much weight
on these records when trying to determine the history of the Lua in Nan Province.
Another reason for my skepticism
is that some of these records refer to a
time in history when perhaps the Tin
had not fully emerged as a separate ethnic
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group. However, even this is highly
speculative. All of which means that we
should be extremely careful in trying to
tie in the Lua of Nan Province with the
Lua of other areas in Thailand in the
historical records.
This is not to say that we should
dismiss the Lua of Nan Province from all
historical records. Certainly those records of Nan Province eastward into Laos,
if referring to the Lua, should be considered as a record of the Tin (Mal, Prai).
Ms. Cholthira cites several references to
the "m1" /lwa/ contained in the Vll'l~-:1
/thao hung/ story. She claims that
"m1"

LU'l~~ruif1~lL~eJ-:JVl11~--l

'

!iu'YI

U1'1'1Ltlu~'ll1U1t~J1um:u;'YI1-:~ ~-:~~e1
m13.J'VI3.11~11LU'l-IL~1nufiL~'l-ILU'l-l~'l-l~-:!
.IJU~nru,:Cu ~mnnu~nrud:ie1--1th11.1
UjeJ-:IL:a~-:ll-:1

The "Lwa" in the Thao Hung story
have the role of being expert
guides, which shows that they are
the owners of the land running
through that mountainous area,
i.e. from the area of Pua to Chiang
Rung. (p. 194)
If it is true that the "Lwa" refer to the Lua

(and there is some doubt that the word
does), then the Thao Hung story could
refer to the Tin/Lua of Nan Provice.
There is another possible historical reference to the Lua of Nan Province.
In Chapter 1of this section Ms. Cholthira
refers to a battle between the Thai.and
Burmese armies which is recorded in the
Lan Na Thai records under the title ~n
~1'\-1 "The Man [Burmese] Battle." This
record states that the Lua helped the
Thai in the battle. The interesting thing
about this reference is that Ms. Cholthira
discovered that the Lua, where she did
her field work, remember stories of a
time when there was such a battle between the local Thai inhabitants and
Burma. Also, I have found that the Dis-

trict Office of Chiang Klang District, Nan
Province, has published a brief history
of this battle which took place in Chiang
Klang District several generations ago
(no date is given in the document). This
of course would be only a few miles
from where the Lua live in the nearby
mountains. Therefore, 1t is highly possible that this reference in the Lan Na
Thai records refers to the Lua of Nan
Province.

Conclusion

Ms. Cholthira ends her book with
a chapter summarizing her conclusions
and hypotheses regarding the Lua of
Nan Province. Generally she concludes
that the Lua have resided in Nan since
ancient times and that their culture reflects ancient customs (on which there is
general agreement) but she also seeks to
place the Lua of Nan Province in certain
historical records (over which there is
disagreement).
However, regardless of the points
over which one may agree or disagree,
writing and publishing this book on the
Lua in Nan Province is of great value.
For one thing, the book will help bring
outside attention to the Lua of Nan. For
too long these gentle hilltribe people
have been neglected by both both government officials and scholars. I began
my association and research among them
in 1962, and for many years I felt I was
the only outsider interested in their language and culture, plus concerned for
their well-being and development.
Now, fortunately, Thai scholars
are becoming interested in the Lua and
other Mon-Khmer groups in Thailand.
This book by Ms. Cholthira will go a
long way in creating more interest. For
this we owe our thanks to Ms. Cholthira
for her research and publication on the
Lua of Nan Province.
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